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Innocent WitnessTheatrical release posterHangul증-Revised RomanizationJeungin Directed by Lee HanProduced byKim Jae-joongLee Jun-wooKim Woo-jaeWritten byLee HanMoon Ji-wonStarringJung Woo-sungKim Hyang-giMusic byJo Yeong-wookCinematographyLee Tae-yoonEditedProductcompany
Movie RockStudio By The LibraryDistri February 13, 2019 (2019-02-13) Running time129 minutesSouth KoreaLanguageKoreanBox officeUS 18.1 million dollars[1] Innocent Witness is a 2019 South Korean drama film directed by Lee Han, with Jung Woo-sung and Kim Hyang-gi. [3] The film was released
in South Korea on February 13, 2019. [5] Cast Jung Woo-sung as Soon-ho Kim Hyang-gi as Ji-woo Lee Kyu-hyung as Hee-joong Yum Hye-ran as Mi-ran Jang Young-nam as Hyun-jung Jung Won-joong as Byung-woo Kim Jong-so as Man-ho Kim Seung-yoon as Shin-yoon hye Park Geun-hyung as Kiljae (special appearance) Song Yoon-ah as so-in (special appearance) Lee Jun-hyeok as Yoon-jae (special appearance) Lee Re as Kyung-hee (special appearance) The production principal's photograph began on July 7, 2018 and ended on October 10, (D. [6] Awards and nominations Recipient
Category Result Ref. 55th Baeksang Arts Awards Grand Prize Jung Woo-sung Won [7] Best Actor Nominee Best Actress Kim Hyang-gi Best Supporting Actress Yum Hye-ran Nominated for Best Screenplay Lee Han, Moon Ji-won Nominated 39 Golden Cinema Film Festival Grand Prize Jung Woo-sung
Won the 40th Blue Dragon Film Awards For Best Actor Won [8] 6th Korean Film Producers Association Awards He won the 27th Edition of the Korean Culture and Entertainment Awards Best Actress Kim Hyang -gi Won the 39th Korean Association of Film Critics Awards Won the 56th Grand Bell Awards
Best Film Innocent Witness Nominated for Best Actor Jung Woo-sung Nomination Best Actress Kim Hyang-gi Nomination best supporting actress Yum Hye-ran Nomination best screenplay Lee Han, Moon Ji-won Nomination best cinematography Lee Tae-yoon Nominated References - Innocent Witness
(2019). Korean Film Biz area. [Herald Review] 'Innocent Witness', a moving film with generic narration. www.koreaherald.com January 22, 2019. Retrieved February 20, 2019. In 'Innocent Witness', Jung Woo-sung plays an ambitious lawyer who works with an autistic teenage witness. Yonhap News
Agency. January 10, 2019. Retrieved February 20, 2019. Https://en.yna.co.kr/view/AEN20190226001900315 - Herald, Korea (2019-02-21). [Box Office] Movies in theaters this week. www.koreaherald.com. Recovered 2019-03-22. KoBiz - Korean Film Biz zone. www.kobiz.or.kr (in Korean). Retrieved
February 20, 2019. Cho, Yeon-gyeong (April 5, 2019). 55회 백상예술대상 영화부문 최종 후보 공개. It is Plus (in Naver. Retrieved April 5, 2019. MacDonald, Joan (November 21, 2019). 2019 Blue Dragon Awards honoring veteran actors and newcomers. Forbes. Filed by the November 22, 2019. Retrieved
May 18, 2020. External links Innocent Witness at HanCinema Innocent Witness at the Korean Movie Database Innocent Witness on IMDb Innocent Witness at Rotten Tomatoes This article about South Korean cinema is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.vte Recovered from STUDIOXX1
Changed address to LAYARLEBAR24.BIZ Never, no, anyway, do you imagine that someone with autism spectrum disorder is the only direct witness to a murder case? He had himself, surely he immediately imagined, right, the special challenges that need to be faced in the process? That's what Soon
Ho, a lawyer who is a defense attorney for the murder defendants, heard in ginseng's film Innocent Witness. (2019). 1. This 2-hour, 19-minute film tells the story of an elderly man with depression found dead in his home. Her housekeeper, Oh Mi Ran (played by Yum Hye Ran), is found at the scene and
accused of killing her employer. Yang Soon Ho (Jung Woo Sung) is a poor lawyer assigned by the law firm where he worked to become the defender of Oh Mi Ran. And in the trial of his investigation, Soon Ho discovers that the only living witness in the murder case is Kim Ji Woo (played by Kim Hyang
Gi), a teenage girl with autism. From here, we can see how soon Ho's efforts in trying to communicate and enter Ji Woo's world in order to gather evidence. Not to mention the difficulties Ji Woo faced because of his special conditions that made people in the process seem undervalued and tend to doubt
his testimony. Despite all the scenes that make us nice, or even confused in guessing who's actually guilty, the film also features sweet scenes that can make audiences smile like the friendship between Soon Ho and Ji Woo that is slowly beginning to take shape, as well as soon as the story of ho with
her friend so In (Song Yoon A), a widow with a baby. The film, written and directed by Lee Han, features an unexpected plot to its audience. Eits, be comfortable, I won't disclose a lot of spoilers to those who have never looked. But in this film, we'll see how your out-of-person appearance can be so
deceptive, how difficult it is for people with autism and their families, how we always have a chance to correct the mistakes that ruin our lives. Most importantly, I personally am very much in touch with Kim Ji Woo's personality in this film. He was a high school teenager with a strong and brave heart,
regardless. situation in particular. He dared to have big dreams. He was very intelligent and amazed the audience with his skill. Well, there's so much we can learn from Ji Woo! Innocent Witness was only released on February 13, 2019 with the genre Law and Drama, and won the BaekSang Arts Awards
2019 (55th) on May 1, 2019. In fact, actor Jung Woo Sung was awarded the Grand Prix (Daesang) for the film. At the end of July, actor Kim Hyang Gi was also selected for Best Actress at the 2019 Golden Cinema Film Festival awards. The film was also screened at the 43rd Hong Kong International Film
Festival from March 18 to April 1, 2019. Innocent Witness has become very popular and sold in 9 countries from all over the world, including Indonesia, Taiwan, Vietnam, Singapore, Malaysia and Japan. In Korea, innocent witness managed to break the record with 2.03 million viewers as soon as he
entered at 2pm(KST) on the same day, just 17 days after his first. Duh, no wonder with such fantastic sales figures, the movie Innocent Witness managed to earn $4 million. 2. Asperger's syndrome? Kim Ji Woo as an innocent witness is known to have an autistic spectrum called Asperger's syndrome. Ji
Woo's mother once told Soon Ho that ji woo's first sentence when she was only 1 year old was Change My Diaper. When other children can recite only Mama or Pope, Ji Woo is able to utter the entire sentence. At the age of 2, Ji Woo was able to read fluently, not children's books, but newspapers. That's
because his mother thinks his son is a genius. Soon Ho, who was close to Ji Woo at the time, admitted to being a smart guy. He speaks logically, and he's great at solving puzzles. Why can such a skill be possessed by someone with autism? And what, by the way, is Asperger's syndrome? Cited
Alodokter.com, Asperger's syndrome has little difference from other autism spectrum disorders, such as autistic disorders. In people with autistic disorders, there are drops in intelligence (cognitive) and mastery of language. As for people with Asperger's syndrome, they are intelligent and skilled in
language, but they seem embarrassing when communicating or interacting with those around them. Asperger's has no difficulty absorbing the information. They also demonstrated above-average intelligence skills, quickly mastered new languages and vocabulary, and memorized things in detail. Those
suffering from Asperger's also have some common symptoms. In the film, Ji Woo's most striking feature is compromised communication and social interaction, as well as highly sensitive auditory senses. The public will certainly not forget how amazing it is Ji Woo was able to guess the number and repeat
the court clerk's whispered words quickly and very accurately. But not only against noise, those suffering from asperger's are also annoyed when looking at certain colors, eating foods or drinks that have a strong flavor, or touching foreign textures. In modern times today, with the human mind increasingly
open and advanced, there are still people looking down on people with autism. Data from the National Autistic Society shows that 40% of children with autism and 60% of children with Asperger's syndrome experience bullying, both in real life and digitally. This is also experienced by Ji Woo in the movie,
where we can see the routines of students at school to tease and annoy him. In fact, Ji Woo's close friend manages to deceive the audience with the kind and warm attitude he shows until the middle of the film (ops, keceplosan). However, there is no denying that thanks to the abuses, Soon Ho managed
to enter ji woo's world and approach them. 3. The other side of the film; Lawyer's Profession Dilemma? At the beginning of watching this film, I was touched by how Soon Ho trusted Oh Mi Ran, the defendant in his employer's murder case, when no one else believed him. Even as Mi Ran was so confident
and begged Soon Ho to help her even though she didn't have the money to pay for Soon Ho's services. And Soon Ho did his job very well as a defense attorney, until Mi Ran was finally released from prison. However, the story that unfolds between the two points is what dis finds the viewer's question
mark about who is actually telling the truth and why this-is. At the end of the story, when one by one the evidence is revealed and the reality unfolds, there's nothing I can say but Wow. There have been many films that tell of the difficulty of being a lawyer, one of whom is an innocent witness. On the one
hand, Soon Ho must try to win over his clients, or at least alleviate his punishment. Ho soon had to prove Mi Ran's innocence, and then approached Ji Woo to obtain a statement in support of him. This is where his conscience began to play a role. Close to Ji Woo, he introduced her to the girl as a person
with a pure and sincere heart. Ho soon broke off their friendship after talking about Ji Woo as someone with a mental record at the trial. Viewers can see how Soon Ho began to feel very guilty after the incident, but was unable to do anything because his main priority was to free Mi Ran from murder
charges. It seemed that his eyes and heart were forced to close only for his ambition. Lawyers are definitely not a Easy. I'm not. Are. with a legal education background, so I often wonder, what's the basis for a lawyer to approve taking a case? How do you know he's defending people who say good or
not? If the person he is defending is clearly guilty, does that not mean that he is against the truth? The film Innocent Witness makes me think that all lawyers can go through this dilemma process, when they begin to realize that they are on the wrong side, but have yet to 'justify'. Many people see lawyers
as dirty work because they often escape authors from the punishment they should. But not many understand that a lawyer has also experienced many things that could make him restless, depressed, confused and guilty. But luckily, at the end of the film, so Han manages to change things because he
prefers his conscience and the whole truth is revealed drastically. This Innocent Witness movie is highly recommended to those of you who have never seen it. Most of the time, I'm happy to recommend going back to looking at it. Good plot, nano-nano scene; sweet, funny, bitter, sad and upset, the twist
is greeted by the eye, to the meaning that can be torn from it no wonder makes this film a favorite of many people, myself included. Especially thanks to this film I became familiar with many terms in the world of law as well as the world of autism that turned out to be incredible. Well, and for all of you,
whether you've seen it or not, I hope you're not a human being looking down on autism, let alone abusing it. What is offensive to God's other creations? Anyway, we're no better than each other. And for those of you who dream of becoming lawyers, keep fighting for that dream and don't forget to listen to
the word heart because maybe you can find the answer there. End of word, hwaiting!!! (Yolanda Tasya Amalia) 10/10 201
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